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Plato at YSP – Cartoon 1 (of 5)
Plato at YSP – Cartoon 2 (of 5)

Ymedaca – The Game Plan (1 of 7)
Ymedaca one day academy event August 2014 – The Archway Entrance

Ymedaca one day academy event August 2014 – Liberalational Manoeuvre - Hand Tool Users United & 'Practices to Transcend the Mundane'
Ymedaca one day academy event August 2014 – Symposium

Ymedaca one day academy event August 2014 – Liberalational Manoeuvre of The Magick Club Lounge & Sacrifice to Athena
Ymedaca one day academy event August 2014 – Monument to Plato
Temple of the Muses, exhibition at National Arts Education Archives Gallery, YSP: Installation shot

Temple of the Muses, exhibition at National Arts Education Archives Gallery, YSP: Close up of “The Sculpture Blanket Speaks I” (embroidered sculpture-transit blankets)
Temple of the Muses, exhibition at National Arts Education Archives Gallery, YSP: Palette Shield to Honour Plato